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A D U LT & P E D I AT R I C U R O L O G Y

Minimally Invasive Treatment Options for BPH
HISTORY
Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) and suprapubic prostatectomy have been the “gold standard”
treatments for prostate enlargement (BPH) for decades. TURP has become more prevalent over the last 20 years
as improvements in optics and irrigation capacity has improved. TURP is commonly referred to as
“roto-rooter surgery” in laymen’s terms.
Beginning in the 1980’s, medical science began looking for alternatives to TURP that
could be performed faster, easier and with less blood loss. This was particularly
important in patients on blood thinners or with extensive co-morbid disease.
Prostatic balloon dilation represented the first alternative therapy approved by the FDA.
Despite the ease and safety of this procedure, it did not produce significant or durable
improvement in BPH symptoms.
In the 1990’s, the first generation urology lasers were utilized to relieve obstruction from
BPH with varied results. While some techniques produced satisfactory short term results, the
improvement was not predictable or durable. The first generation “laser
prostatectomy” had lost favor by the year 2000. More recent advances have produced a new,
exciting generation of urology lasers for the treatment of BPH. The most popular is the
GreenLight KTP laser which uses up to a 120 watt power setting to vaporize obstructing prostate
tissue. Additionally, a variety of office-based technologies have been developed to provide
treatment of BPH outside the operating room setting. These include radio frequency based
treatment and transurethral microwave therapy (TUMT).

WHO SHOULD CONSIDER MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT FOR BPH?
Naturally, any patient happy with their condition while on medication can certainly
continue to be treated with medication. However, some patients might not enjoy as much
improvement with medication as they like. Some patients may feel pretty good about their
symptoms control on medication but may want to stop medication due to cost or side effects.
Some patients may want to be treated with the latest medical technology available. Finally, some
patients may need TURP, but may be unable (poor anesthetic risk, use of blood thinners) or
unwilling to undergo “roto-rooter” surgery.
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Photoselective Vaporization of the Prostate (PVP) can be performed with several new
generation lasers. The newest and most popular is the 120 watt GreenLight HPS laser.
GreenLight PVP is performed in the operating room under a general anesthesia.
Virtually all patients leave the hospital the same day and about 80% of patients have their
drainage catheter removed before leaving.
During the procedure, the surgeon places a scope through the urethra to visualize the
obstructing prostate tissue. Laser energy is directed into the tissue using a special fiber.
The laser energy heats the tissue rapidly and results in vaporization of all the obstructing tissue.
The 30-40 minute procedure (on average) creates an open channel through the prostate which
allows a dramatic and noticeable increase in the flow of urine.
The end result from GreenLight laser PVP is very similar to TURP with some important
exceptions. First, bleeding during and after the procedure is minimal in most cases.
Secondly, an irrigating catheter is rarely needed beyond the immediate post-operative
period.
Finally, there does not appear to be a limit to the size prostate that can be treated with
GreenLight laser PVP. TURP, on the other hand, is generally limited to glands below 80-100
grams.
ABOUT TUMT
Transurethral microwave treatment of the prostate (TUMT) is the most commonly
performed office-based treatment for BPH today. It is also known as “cooled
thermotherapy.” Scientific data has now confirmed that the improvement in BPH
symptoms is durable beyond 5 years following TUMT. Generally, patients have twice
the improvement in their BPH symptoms following TUMT as they had with medication.
TUMT utilizes a specialized treatment catheter that is inserted into the bladder much like a
standard catheter. This TUMT catheter, however, has 2 unique features.
First, a microwave source is located on the portion of the catheter that sits across the
prostate gland. Microwave energy from this portion of the catheter heats and destroys the
obstructing prostate tissue, creating a cavity very similar to a TURP defect once the
healing process is complete. Second, cooling fluid is circulated through the catheter during the
procedure to soothe and protect the urethra from the heating effects of the microwave energy.
This allows the procedure to be performed in the office setting with minimal anesthesia.
Once the TUMT catheter is placed, a temperature monitor is placed in the rectum. This
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monitor detects rectal wall temperatures and ensures that excessive heat is not generated during
the procedure that could damage tissue outside the prostate. The TUMT unit is automatically
shut down if the rectal wall monitor detects temperatures above the predetermined cut off.
Certain variations in prostate anatomy may eliminate some individuals from
consideration for TUMT. For example, the prostate may be too short or a portion of the
prostate tissue may extend into the bladder. In such instances, TUMT may be ineffective or
unsafe. Also, patients who have received pelvic radiation for prostate cancer cannot undergo
TUMT. GreenLight laser vaporization (see above) can be performed more safely and effectively
in these cases. Since GreenLight laser vaporization is performed under direct vision using a
scope, the energy can be delivered with greater control where it is most needed.
ABOUT TUNA
Transurethral needle ablation of the prostate (TUNA) is another in-office treatment
available to patients with prostate enlargement. TUNA (unlike TUMT) is performed
through a scope. The obstructing portion of the prostate is viewed through the lens of the scope.
Two small needles are extended on the end of the scope and positioned within the obstructing
prostate tissue. Radio frequency energy is transmitted between the needles, heating and
destroying the surrounding tissue. Typically, energy will be delivered at 6 to 8 positions within
the prostate for 3 minutes at each position. There is a slightly higher risk of bleeding with
TUNA, and compared to TUMT there is slightly more discomfort. Both procedures take 30-40
minutes.
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